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with preserved image quality. At the same time, dedicated
software tools are able to handle huge amounts of data and
allow to optimize existing examination protocols.
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▪ CT examinations are increasingly performed and contribute considerably to non-natural radiation exposure.
▪ A correct indication is crucial for each CT examination.
▪ The examination protocol has to be tailored to the medical
question and patient.
▪ Multiple technical innovations enable considerable dose
reduction with constant image quality.
▪ Dose management with dedicated software tools gains
importance.
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ABSTR AC T

Background For years, the number of performed CT examinations has been rising. At the same time, computed tomography became more dose efficient. The aim of this article is to
give an overview about the state of the art in dose reduction
in CT and to highlight currently available tools in dose management.
Method By performing a literature research on Pubmed
regarding dose reduction in CT, relevant articles were identified and analyzed.
Results and Conclusion Technical innovations with individual adaptation of tube current and voltage as well as iterative
image reconstruction enable a considerable dose reduction
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Z US A M M E N FA SS U N G

Hintergrund Die Zahl der durchgeführten CT-Untersuchungen steigt seit Jahren an. Zugleich ist die Computertomografie dosiseffizienter geworden. Das Ziel dieses Artikels ist es,
einen Überblick über den aktuellen Stand der Dosisreduktion
im CT zu geben und derzeit verfügbare Werkzeuge zum
Dosismanagement vorzustellen.
Methode Mittels einer Literatursuche bei Pubmed wurden
relevante Artikel, die sich mit der Dosisreduktion in der CT
beschäftigen, identifiziert und ausgewertet.
Ergebnisse und Schlussfolgerung Durch technische Neuerungen mit individueller Anpassung von Röhrenstrom und
-spannung sowie iterativer Bildrekonstruktion ist eine deutliche Dosisreduktion bei erhaltener Bildqualität möglich.
Zugleich erlauben entsprechende Softwaretools eine weitere
Optimierung bestehender Untersuchungsprotokolle, wobei
auch große Datenmengen mit wenig Aufwand verarbeitet
werden können.
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In recent decades computed tomography has increased in importance compared to other imaging methods. According to United
States data, compared to the early 1980 s, in 2006 the number of
CT examinations performed annually increased from about 3.3 to
about 67 million. At the same time, the average per capita radiation exposure in the US caused by all medical procedures has
increased sixfold from about 0.5 mSv in 1980 to about 3 mSv in
2006, which is roughly comparable to the natural annual per capita radiation exposure. This is primarily due to increasing CT examination frequency, which accounts for only about 17 % of all imaging examinations using ionizing radiation, but accounts for
49 % of total radiation exposure [1]. Data from Germany likewise
confirm this trend. According to the German Federal Office for
Radiation Protection, the share of computed tomography in the
collective effective dose caused by the medical application of
X-rays in Germany was 65 % in 2014, although a CT scan was performed in only 9 % of all examinations [2]. At the same time, the
incidence of CT examinations in Germany increased by about
40 % between 2007 and 2014, leading to an increase in mean
effective dose per inhabitant of about 1.4 to 1.6 mSv caused by
X-ray applications [3]. Consequently, CT today represents the largest single source of non-natural exposure to the population,
especially in developed countries.

Why is dose reduction important?
In view of the increased per capita radiation exposure from CT
examinations, there are fears that these could lead to an increase
in radiation-induced cancers [4 – 6]. On the other hand, it is
believed that there is currently no evidence of adverse effects on
human health by exposures comparable to natural radiation exposure in the range of an effective dose up to 100 mSv. The occasionally employed method of deriving an absolute number of
additional cancers from the risk involved in such exposures and
the frequency of examinations is therefore also criticized as speculative [7 – 10]. At the same time, however, there is also no safe
threshold value, compliance with which can safely rule out damage by radiation exposure with absolute certainty. It should also
be borne in mind that, for example, patients with chronic conditions may be exposed to cumulative doses of 100 mSv or more
due to repeated examinations. Therefore, the decision regarding
a CT examination should always be preceded by a consideration
process such as required by the X-ray Ordinance or the Radiation
Protection Act, which comes into force in 2018 [11, 12]. Ultimately, the benefits of a clinically-indicated CT outweigh the potential
risk, provided that the applied radiation dose is appropriate to the
issue as well as other factors such as the patient’s age, pre-existing examinations and the suitability or availability of alternative
examination methods are considered [10]. Conversely, avoiding a
CT scan that is actually indicated may pose a risk since significant
diagnoses can be overlooked [13].
Despite the lack of uniform data, considering the potential for
harm from low-dose ionizing radiation, the ALARA (As Low As
Reasonable Achievable) principle should be followed, and examinations should always be performed with the lowest dose possible
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to provide image quality that is sufficient to provide required
diagnostic information [10, 13]. In addition, the expected benefit
must outweigh the risk, that is, the examination should be justified by the indication. Dose reduction alone is not an end in itself.
A supposedly low-dose examination which does not provide sufficient image quality to provide a diagnosis harms the patient without providing a benefit.
The aim of this article is to provide an overview of common
techniques used for dose reduction in computed tomography
without any claim to completeness; reference should be made to
further relevant literature, with numerous recent studies providing detailed insights into current developments in this field of
medical imaging [2, 3, 10, 14 – 26].

Dosimetry in Computed Tomography
CTDI and DLP
The Computed Tomography Dose Index (CTDI) was designed to
determine radiation emission during a CT scan and is based on
measuring the absorbed dose in Plexiglas phantoms 16 or 32 cm
in diameter to represent the X-ray attenuation of a human head
and abdomen. The CTDI is a measure of the energy dose deposited in a single layer. The advent of spiral CT gave rise to the CT
Volume Dose Index (CTDIvol) which is equivalent to the quotient
of CTDI and pitch factor, reflecting the influence of the table pitch
during the examination [27, 28]. A pitch factor of 0.5, for example, results from the overlapping scan in a dose increase by a factor of 2, which is correctly represented by the CTDIvol. The product
of CTDIvol and the length of the scan volume is the dose-length
product (DLP) as a measure of the total absorbed dose during
the CT. It should be noted that the exposed volume exceeds
the imaged body region in modern multi-line spiral CT scanners
(over-beaming or over-ranging), with the associated increase in
DLP dependent on the chosen collimation and pitch [29]. Generally both parameters are displayed on the control console during
planning and after CT, and documented in the dose protocol as
well as the structured DICOM report. However, these merely
represent the radiation dose delivered by the CT device, whereas
the patient dose is a variable derived based on this and dependent
on the mass and thus the stature of the patient [30 – 32].

SSDE
The concept of Size-Specific Dose Estimates (SSDE) has been developed by the American Association of Physicists in Medicine to
overcome the drawback of absent reference of CTDI or DLP to
the individual patient. In contrast to the aforementioned measured variables, the radiation emitted by the CT unit is set in relation to the patient size by multiplying the respective CTDIvol for
calculating the SSDE by a factor corresponding to the estimated
diameter of the patient [33]. As a further development of this
concept, the use of the water-equivalent diameter has been proposed (equivalent to the diameter of a water-filled cylinder with
the same attenuation as the patient), allowing a more accurate
estimate of the patient’s radiation exposure [34].
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Dose-determining Factors – Patient and
Technique
The radiation dose necessary for a sufficient image quality in the
context of a CT examination depends on several factors, which are
determined both by the patient as well as the technical parameters used.

The clinical issue, the patient’s stature as well as position on the
examination table significantly influence the radiation dose necessary for the CT scan.
A higher or lower radiation exposure is sufficient depending on
the clinical issue (▶ Fig. 1). Thus, unlike the assessment of solid
organs such as the liver in the examination of the lung parenchyma, or looking for urinary stones in which a high image noise level
is acceptable due to the high environmental contrast of these
structures; such noise is clearly less visible as a result of the typically wide image window selected (> 1000 HU) [35], thus allowing
reduced radiation exposure. Another example is the imaging of
ventriculoperitoneal shunts, which can also be done using lowdose CT [14, 36, 37].
An important factor for the entire radiation exposure apart
from the technical parameters is the extent of the body region of
the patient to be examined for diagnostic purposes. Therefore the
examination should be limited to the critical region; for example,
to characterize adrenal lesions, the entire abdomen should not be
imaged which would mean an additional but unjustified dose of
radiation in this case. Likewise, repeated acquisitions in different
phases in contrast-enhanced examinations are each associated
with an additional radiation exposure. If this is absolutely necessary, for example, to clarify indistinct liver lesions, other examination modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging or contrastenhanced sonography may be used instead of CT [13].
Patient stature is important for the radiation dose in that a
leaner patient requires less radiation dose for a given image noise
and image quality compared to a heavier patient [28]. Conversely,
if the scan parameters are not adapted, examining a bulky patient
will result in increased image noise and possibly poorer image
quality [38]. Accordingly, the examination protocol must be
tailored to the particular patient.
Table positioning plays a major role here, since automatic
modulation of tube current and voltage (see following sections)
is based on the attenuation profile of the patient derived from
the planning image. Positioning not centered on the middle of
the body simulates a too large or small patient diameter due to
the changed distance to the tube and detector and may be
accompanied by excessive or low radiation exposure, which also
affects the image quality (▶ Fig. 2) [39 – 41]. A study of an anthropomorphic thoracic phantom revealed a deviation of the radiation
dose of – 23 and + 38 percent, respectively, when using a p. a.
planning image for a table shifted 6 cm higher or lower than the
correctly centered table position. In addition, it was shown that
in clinical practice many CT examinations are carried out at a table
height that is too low and therefore involve an unnecessarily high
radiation exposure [40]. Correspondingly, to control proper cen-
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▶ Fig. 1 Low-dose CT of a patient before surgical replacement of
the aortic valve for depiction of aortal calcifications; these are well
evaluable, as well as the aortic diameter (CTDIvol 0.42 mGy, DLP
14.1 mGy*cm). The examination was performed using a Siemens
SOMATOM Force.

▶ Fig. 2 CT-examination of a female patient with suspected renal
colic on the right side using automatic exposure control. Due
to the not correctly centered examination table, the examination
was performed with inadequate low radiation dose (CTDIvol 1.7 mGy,
average CTDIvol at this scanner for this objective 3.4 mGy) resulting in
high image noise despite using iterative reconstruction (ADMIRE 2).
Therefore, the image quality was considered insufficient to detect
small ureteral calculi.

tering, if necessary, an additional lateral planning image should
be produced which allows the evaluation of table height [42],
since the resulting minimal additional radiation dose appears justifiable. Another alternative is to acquire only a lateral planning
image; thus, a study of low-dose CT imaging of the thorax demonstrated that this procedure is most efficient with respect
to radiation hygiene [43]. It should be noted, however, that a
repetition of the planning image may be necessary if faulty table
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positioning is revealed. Therefore, care should be taken to ensure
the correct table height using the lateral laser marking when the
patient is being positioned prior to examination.

Tube current The photon flux generated by the X-ray tube is proportional to the tube current, so a 50 % reduced tube current is
equivalent to a 50 % lower radiation dose. If the examination subject is unchanged, this dose reduction by a factor of 2 is accompanied by an √2-fold increase in image noise, or 41 % [44]. The tube
current can only be reduced to a limited extent since otherwise
the proportion of photons penetrating the patient and contributing to the image information would be too limited. The converse
idea that a higher tube current would always result in a subjectively better picture quality is incorrect, since the patient’s constitution is also important here. For example, in the assessment of
abdominal CT in obese patients, higher image noise is acceptable
than in lean patients because the increased abdominal fat tissue
provides a better contrast-to-noise ratio [45, 46].
Depending on the manufacturer, tube current is expressed
either directly in milliamps (mA) or in terms of the product of
tube current and exposure time in mAs [35]. This can be adapted
either manually or automatically to the patient’s stature. The latter technique is one of the longest available dose reduction tools
for CT and consists of two components that are typically used in
parallel in current devices [45 – 47].
1. Modulation along the patient’s longitudinal axis (z-axis modulation) is based on the varying attenuation of the radiation
depending on the body region. For example, a higher radiation
dose is required to examine the pelvis than for the predominantly air-filled thorax. Based on the pre-CT planning image,
the attenuation of different body regions is estimated and the
tube current adjusted in relation to the table pitch (▶ Fig. 3).
2. In contrast, modulation along the patient’s transverse axis
(x-y axis modulation) is based on the fact that the human body
usually has the shape of a horizontal ellipse with a greater
transverse than sagittal diameter. Since image noise is largely
determined by the transversal projections with high attenuation, the tube current in the sagittal projections can be significantly reduced and adjusted during each rotation related to the
angle of the tube to the patient. The means of modulation is not
the same for all manufacturers. Whereas, for example, devices
made by Siemens perform permanent adaptation based on previously acquired projections offset by 180 degrees, GE dispenses
with such real-time feedback, instead applying an undulating
modulation similar to a sinusoidal curve (▶ Fig. 3).
Likewise, the algorithms used to adjust the tube current modulation are also manufacturer-dependent [45, 48]. Siemens and Phillips rely on the parameters stored for a standard patient or a reference study to determine the intensity of the tube current
modulation. These are selected by the user in such a way that an
image quality sufficient for diagnosis is achieved (see also “Patient
factors”). Instead of aiming for constant image noise regardless
of the patient’s stature, which would require a doubling of the
applied dose even with a patient diameter that is about 4 cm lar-
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▶ Fig. 3 Depiction of tube current modulation along the patient’s
longitudinal axis (z-axis-modulation) as well as along the patient’s
transversal axis (x-y-axis-modulation) which shows the use of a
higher current at body parts with higher attenuation (e. g. pelvis)
and vice versa (e. g. thorax). At the same time, the tube current is
modulated according to the angular tube position (higher tube
current for transversal projections, lower tube current for sagittal
projections); horizontal axis: table position; vertical axis: attenuation and tube current; red line: constant tube current; green line:
tube current with activated automatic exposure control; dashed
lines: attenuation.

ger, the modulation is adapted to examine obese patients with a
lower dose and/or leaner patients with a higher dose that would
be required to maintain constant image noise. The background
of this procedure is based on the fact already mentioned above
that in obese persons a higher image noise is considered tolerable, whereas in slim patients lower noise is desired. In addition,
the intensity of the modulation can be influenced by the manufacturer, for example, Siemens allows graduation in five levels
(very weak – weak – average – strong – very strong) [15]. GE and
Toshiba, on the other hand, try to maintain constant image noise,
regardless of body region and patient constitution. In order to
achieve a proper contrast-to-noise ratio on equipment made by
these manufacturers relevant to the patient’s stature, either the
desired intensity of the image noise can be varied according to
the patient’s size and weight, or minimum and maximum mA values can be used to ensure that slender persons are not examined
with too low a dose or adipose persons receive too high a dose of
radiation [46].
As a function of the body region examined, study protocols
with tube current modulation versus fixed current-time product
protocols have reported dose reduction of 20 – 68 % without
reducing the diagnostic utility, although overall higher image
noise was reported, this was more homogeneous across the entire
examination volume [48, 49].
Tube voltage Although the radiation emitted by an X-ray tube
is the result of the interaction of tube voltage and current, and
both parameters are typically not isolated from one another, for
didactic reasons, sole consideration of tube voltage appears to
be useful, since, unlike tube current, the relationship between
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ing image noise. This is advantageous for contrast-enhanced
examinations of parenchymatous organs such as the liver (Level 7)
Level 3 on the other hand maintains image noise during transition
from one voltage level to another, and is used in native examinations [52]. Subsequently, various combinations of tube current
and voltage are simulated on the basis of the established attenuation profile in order to determine the most dose-sparing combination for the respective examination [16, 51]. Numerous studies
have shown that good diagnostic image quality is possible together with reduced radiation exposure [18, 52, 53]. A recent article
investigating the use of CARE kV for CT angiography prior to
a planned catheter-supported aortic valve replacement additionally reported consistently high diagnostic image quality over a voltage range of 70 – 100 kV, based on objective and subjective criteria. On the other hand, in the case of adipose patients and the
related higher tube voltages above 100 kV, there was poorer, yet
still diagnostically usable image quality. Thus, the use of such
dose reduction tools appears feasible regardless of the stature of
the patient to be examined, since in the cited study adjustment of
the quantity of contrast medium to the patient’s weight was dispensed with, thereby allowing further improvement of contrast
and with it image quality [17]. On the whole, this technique,
based on the results of more than 100 000 studies performed
worldwide, allows for a CTRI vol -measured dose reduction of
approximately 15 %, averaged over all body regions, compared to
the practice of manually selecting tube voltage, but which also
may be significantly higher, depending on the body region (about
56 % in examinations of the petrous bone or 49 % of pelvic/leg
angiograms). Surprisingly, however, an increase in the average
dose of 7 % and 26 %, respectively, was found in examinations of
the thoracic and lumbar spines and in detection of kidney and
ureteral stones due to more frequent automatic selection of the
maximum available tube voltage of 140 kV. However, according
to the authors, it is unclear whether this increase is due to errors
in the implementation and configuration of the software, or is a
reflection of a general lack of suitability of the tool described for
these types of CT examinations [16]. Likewise, in the area of
pediatric radiology with respect to CT angiography and contrastenhanced examinations of the thorax and abdomen as well as of a
phantom and patients, it was demonstrated that utilization of this
tool compared to examination protocols with a fixed voltage of
120 kV, dose reduction of 27 % was possible while maintaining
image quality [54, 55]. However, it should be noted here that in
many cases a tube voltage of 120 kV is less suitable for use in children, and that the advantage of automatic selection of tube voltage compared to fixed voltage values of 100 kV or less should be
significantly lower.
Pitch If all other scan parameters are kept constant, an isolated increase in the table pitch in the case of multi-slice CTs results
in a proportionally lower examination dose, but also increased
image noise [28]. Since Siemens and Phillips scanners perform
automatic adaptation of the tube current to the pitch, keeping
radiation dose, slice thickness and image noise constant independent of pitch, the above-described relationship between table
pitch and radiation does not apply to these devices [35]. In this
case a higher pitch is rather significant in order to reduce the
examination time, thus avoiding movement artifacts. On the
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tube voltage and emitted radiation is more complex, because the
behavior is not linear, but approximately proportional to the
square of the tube voltage. Presuming a constant current flow,
the tube voltage is increased from 120 to 140 kV thus providing a
50 % higher dose, whereas a reduction from 120 to 100 or even
80 kV provides a dose that is about 33 or 65 % lower [46, 50].
Adaptation of the tube voltage to the patient’s stature and the
medical issue thus offers high potential for dose reduction,
although it should be noted that changing the contrast behavior
is mainly related to the use of iodine-based contrast media.
The lower energy of the photons emitted at reduced voltage
must be compensated for by a higher tube current in order to
provide sufficient image information, since in this case the relative
proportion of low-energy radiation increases, which is preferably
absorbed in the patient and thus leads to an increase in dose without contributing to the image information. This is particularly true
of adipose patients, so that a reduction of tube voltage can result
in a higher dose of radiation. In addition, the CT unit may not have
the necessary power reserves to adapt the tube current to examine obese patients with reduced tube voltage [50].
With lower tube voltage and the associated approximation of
the K-edge of the iodine at 33.17 keV, the probability of interactions of the photons with iodine increases, thus attenuation by
iodine-based contrast agents at lower tube voltage is stronger,
and better contrast can be achieved at a lower tube voltage with
iodine-based contrast agents. For this reason, a lower tube voltage is often useful in contrast-enhanced examinations, whereby
the equivalent adjustment of the lower tube voltage can be
replaced by a higher current flow, since the now lower-dose higher image noise is offset by better contrasting while still achieving a
sufficient contrast-to-noise ratio [51]. In addition to CT angiography, this also applies to a lesser extent to other contrast-enhanced
examinations; it should be kept in mind that when examining parenchymatous organs such as the liver, sufficient doses of radiation
must be available for the detection of flaccid lesions. If this is not
ensured at low tube voltages, a higher tube voltage scan may
yield more favorable results. Other benefits of lower tube voltage
include sparing contrast in patients with impaired renal function
or achieving sufficient contrast in patients with poor venous conditions in whom only low flow rates are possible via peripheral
access [50].
Adaptation of tube voltage can be performed manually based
on parameters such as body weight or body-mass index. More
sophisticated techniques for automatic selection of tube voltage
have been developed recently, but they are not generally available. They can be combined with tube current modulation and
are also based on the previously acquired planning image as well
as the desired contrast-to-noise ratio for the respective medical
issue. For example, the software offered by Siemens (CARE kV)
allows graduation of the desired contrast-to-noise ratio in twelve
steps in which higher levels purely retain the contrast-to-noise
ratio, thus resulting in reduced tube voltage with lower radiation
dose for the purpose of improved opacification while at the same
time accepting higher image noise, as is needed for CT angiography (level 12 is provided for CT angiography). Lower levels do not
reduce the radiation dose so strongly in order to improve contrast
via transitioning to lower voltages while not substantially increas-

other hand, GE and Toshiba dispense with automatic tube current
adaptation to pitch resulting in a higher pitch with a lower dose of
radiation, but with higher noise in thin slices.
Image reconstruction Unlike previously discussed parameters, image reconstruction has no direct influence of patient
dose. Compared to the otherwise typical filtered back projections
(FBP), iterative reconstruction techniques developed in recent
years have made it possible to achieve better image quality at
the same dose, or comparable image quality at a lower dose especially with respect to image noise.
Filtered back projection is considered robust and fast, but
requires a higher minimum applied dose; otherwise the quality
of the examination can be severely limited by noise and artifacts.
For example this can be observed with respect to adipose patients
examined with insufficient radiation dose. An element of image
reconstruction is a filtering process by means of convolution kernels which provide either higher image sharpness with emphasis
on the edges of high-contrast objects (bone and lung) at the cost
of higher image noise, or better assessment of low-contrast
objects (parenchymatous organs) by reduced image noise with
less sharpness [56, 57].
On the other hand, iterative reconstruction makes it possible
to some extent to break through the relationship between
increased image sharpness and raised image noise in filtered
back projection while obtaining low image noise in the rather
homogeneous areas of the image while preserving image sharpness, thereby reducing the radiation dose. This technique was
already utilized for image reconstruction during the early years of
CT, but in the face of increasing quantities of data, it was shown to
be impracticable, and was displaced by more rapid filtered back
projection. With the development and availability of fast computers, however, the widespread clinical use of IR techniques has
now become possible without much greater expenditure of time
[56 – 58].
Stated simply, the principle of IR lies in the comparison of the
measured CT raw data with simulated raw data to incrementally
reduce image noise and artifacts. Generally, the first step consists
of reconstruction using back projection. Then, using known
device properties (scanner geometry, etc.), based on the CT
image which now serves as a model for the examination object, a
CT acquisition is simulated and simulated projection data is generated (forward projection). Measured and simulated raw data are
compared in order to determine correction projections for the
reconstruction of a “correction image”, while at the same time
nonlinear filter operations in the image and raw data spaces serve
to reduce noise. This cycle is repeated several times until the
desired image characteristics are achieved.
The iterative reconstruction techniques offered by different
manufacturers differ in their complexity. Thus, the IR techniques
commonly employed in clinical routine use less computationallydemanding and thus fewer time-consuming algorithms, since frequent back and forward projections are dispensed with. Instead,
repeated filtering operations are performed to remove image noise
and artifacts, which can occur at either the image or raw data level
or at both levels. The frequency and with what filter strength these
steps are performed can be incrementally graduated by the user
with many of the commercially-available IR systems. IRIS by Sie-
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mens is an example of an iterative reconstruction algorithm that
only applies on the image data level, whereas SAFIRE and ADMIRE
(Siemens), AIDR 3 D (Toshiba), iDose4 (Phillips), and ASIR-V (GE)
are representatives of image-level and raw-data-level iterative
reconstruction techniques [56 – 58].
On the other hand, statistical iterative reconstruction is based
on the premise of statistical weighting of the raw data performed
with each cycle of back and forward projection with the aim of
allowing very noisy raw data to contribute less to the image, thus
reducing image noise. An example of this is the VEO iterative
reconstruction technique offered by GE. To increase image sharpness, such methods may also more accurately model the scanner
geometry (size of detector pixels and focus in the X-ray source);
this is called model-based iterative reconstruction (MBIR). The
nomenclature used by manufacturers is not always the same.
Thus, the algorithm offered by GE as ASIR (adaptive statistical
iterative reconstruction) represents one of the first iterative
reconstruction methods and is only somewhat comparable to the
more recent statistical and model-based methods. Statistical
iterative reconstructions and model-based iterative reconstructions require many cycles of back and forward projection, are
therefore very computationally demanding and usually have long
image reconstruction times, thus limiting their use in the clinical
routine, although studies have demonstrated improved image
quality during reconstruction of low-dose CT data [19]. However
this could change with the employment of newer generations of
statistically iterative reconstruction algorithms. A recently published study of the use of such prototypes for CT coronary angiography reports a reconstruction time of only five minutes – which
appears justifiable for clinical application – with an accompanying
reduced radiation dose and improved image quality [20].
A problem with the use of iterative reconstruction techniques
can be the changed image impression, in particular with higher
noise reduction, since more homogeneous surfaces can appear
increasingly “plastic-like” and as though painted (▶ Fig. 4a–e)
[57]. Especially when introducing iterative reconstruction, it is
therefore recommended to start at a lower level in order to allow
the user to gradually adjust to the altered image impression.
Over the last few years numerous studies on the potential of
IR dose-reduction techniques have been published which report
with savings of approximately 20 % to over 75 % [21, 59, 60]. However, one study has shown that too aggressive dose reduction,
despite the application of IR, leads to a loss of low contrast resolution in the assessment of objects with limited environmental contrast. The authors of this study therefore advise against too
aggressive dose reduction despite using IR, if for example, native
skull examinations to rule out stroke, or contrast-enhanced liver
examinations are performed to detect metastases, since sufficient
contrast resolution even in the case of low contrast is critical to
prevent overlooking e. g., lesions [61].

Low-dose Simulation
The feasibility and extent of dose reduction without diminishing
image quality and diagnostic value must be reviewed prior to the
clinical use of dose-reduced protocols. In this case low-dose simu-
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lation can be useful since it allows retrospectively dose-reduced
CT data by simulating CT examinations with reduced tube current
by adding realistic image noise to existing original data [62]. This
is being increasingly employed, for example in developing a cranial low-dose CT perfusion protocol [22, 23, 63, 64]. It was demonstrated that a dose reduction of up to 60 % of the original standard dose does not result in image quality deterioration or
diagnostic accuracy using this method.

Dose Monitoring and Management
In recent years computed tomography has continued to evolve
and become more dose-efficient. This is also reflected in the
most recently corrected diagnostic reference values of the Federal
Office for Radiation Protection last July, which correspond to
“the 75th percentile of a distribution of patient doses of different
users” and are not to be understood as “ideally achievable values”
[24]. Current equipment can achieve even lower doses than indicated in the diagnostic reference values. The possibilities of the
state of the art are not always implemented in clinical practice as
the situation in Germany recently demonstrated [65]. In order to
meet the potential of sometimes complex technical innovations,
an optimization process is required that requires an overview of
where improvements are possible. Although a dose report is
usually created for each CT and stored with the images in the
PACS, manually sampling this information to identify particularly
high dose examinations is time consuming and can only provide
an incomplete picture. Another independent but no less important aspect of dose monitoring concerns the already mentioned
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problem of high cumulative doses of individual patients resulting
from repeated examinations, which cannot be readily determined
without suitable aids [25].
In the meantime several manufacturers have offered software
tools for dose management, which allow the average dose of individual examination protocols to be determined on the basis of
parameters such as CTDI, DLP, effective dose or SSDE and offer
the potential to discover optimization possibilities, allowing other
modalities to be included in addition to computed tomography.
▶ Table 1 contains an overview of dose management systems
available on the market; refer to the corresponding publications
for a detailed description [26, 66]. Based on the example of Radimetrics (Bayer) which we have used in our department, the following will describe typical capabilities of dose management programs. The user can set limits for examination protocols and
receives a warning when these are exceeded. Frequent deviations
are indicative of systematic errors when performing CT examinations which can be discovered and remedied. Likewise thresholds
can be established for cumulative patient doses, and warnings can
be generated if they are likely to be exceeded so that the affected
patient can undergo a different suitable examination, as needed.
Dose monitoring by means of automatically generated alarm
messages based on limit values predefined by the user can thus
occur both on the level of individual examination protocols as
well as for individual patients [25]. Likewise, for example, the average dose requirement of various CT devices for the examination
of certain body regions can be determined and compared in this
way, so that e. g., younger patients can be examined using dosesparing equipment (▶ Fig. 5) [67]. Large quantities of data can
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▶ Fig. 4 CT examination of a patient with hepatic and lymphogenous metastasized neuroendocrine tumor of the pancreas as example for the
altered image impression with iterative reconstruction. Images were reconstructed using ADMIRE (Advanced Modeled Iterative Reconstruction,
Siemens Healthineers) in five ascending degrees of iteration with window width of 350 HU and centre of 50 HU. By decreasing image noise,
homogenous areas as the liver parenchyma show lower contrast while the stranding of the perirenal adipose tissue looks more and more
blurred when using high degrees of ADMIRE (a ADMIRE 1, b ADMIRE 2, c ADMIRE 3, d ADMIRE 4 and e ADMIRE 5).
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▶ Fig. 5 Bar chart comparing average effective dose for a standard
abdominal CT examination over six consecutive months performed
using an older 64-row-scanner without iterative reconstruction
(Siemens Sensation 64, left) and a latest generation dual-sourcescanner with iterative reconstruction (Siemens Somatom Force,
right). Due to the considerably lower radiation dose, we preferably
perform this examination using the newer CT-device which leads to
a considerably higher number of examinations (Sensation 64: 63
examinations, Somatom Force: 483 examinations; not depicted).
There is no systematic difference regarding the physical constitution of both examined patient collectives.

be processed with relatively little effort; we refer to a publication
in the United States which analyzed data on the average dose of
almost 200 000 CT scans performed in one year on more than
80 000 patients in five different clinics [68]. In addition, studies
can be simulated to determine the effects of changing parameters such as scan length, tube voltage and current on the patient
dose using stored phantoms and Monte Carlo simulations, which
can be used, for example, for training in the training of radiological technical assistants.
The EURATOM Directive 2013/59 which is to be implemented
in national law in 2018, provides for increased involvement of
medical physics experts in CT; their task is the “optimization of
patient radiation protection [...] including the use and application
of diagnostic reference values” [69]. The directive does not specify how such medical physics experts should perform this task.
In view of the enormous amounts of data, the implementation of
efficient monitoring and optimization only seems possible if tools
such those presented here are used.

Summary and Outlook
In view of the increasing number of examinations and associated
concerns about possible long-term consequences, numerous
technical innovations have been introduced over the last few
years which have made CT more dose-efficient. It is expected
that this process will continue in the future. At the same time,
the trend is towards increasing monitoring and optimization of
the radiation dose applied to the patient. The challenge for radiology is to translate the possibilities that arise into clinical routine to
provide patients with a good, yet at the same time, as harmless a
diagnostic procedure as possible.
Since not all aspects of this topic can be presented in a single
review article, we would refer readers interested in more in-depth
knowledge to the additional literature listed in the appendix.
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exposure

cloud
local
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▶ Table 1 Overview of different dose management systems; CT: computed tomography; XA: angiography; DR: digital radiography;
MG: mammography; PET: positron emission tomography; SPECT: single photon emission computed tomography (modified after 64.65).
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